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Critical Specifications and Dimensions

CD - 1632B - 2Skylight Type
Size

Bronze

Number of Panels�
2 or 3
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CD-Series “Curb-Typed” Traditional Dome Skylight
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FOXLITE LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
All FoxLite Skylights have a Limited Lifetime Warranty to protect the original purchase against defects in material and workmanship.�
FoxLite’s warranty covers our skylights against cracking, breaking or splitting provided the FoxLite Skylights are installed and maintained�
in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. FoxLite, Inc. is not responsible for faulty installation or for other materials used in the�
installation(s). If a problem occurs withn the first five (5) years after installation, FoxLite’s Limited Lifetime Warranty will supply another�
skylight of similar size, type and color, FOB destinations. Any problem occuring after five (5) years. FoxLite will supply a new skylight of�
similar size, type and color for 50% off the currrent list price of that item, FOB Shipping Point.
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Maximum Energy Efficiency			Multiple pane construction provides maximum 					
																	                  insulation.                                                               	
Anti-Fogging														Unique ventilation system prevents fogging and         	
																								condensation.	
Leak Proof Design											The “CD” series skylight “fits like a bottle cap” over the 	
																							   curb.	
Polycarbonate Panes								   Unbreakable polycarbonate panes protect against 			
																								damage and instrusion.	
UV Protection 														High-tech engineered polycarbonate blocks over 				
																								97% of ultra-violet light.	
Easy Installation												Skylight comes with pre-punched flanges and is 					
																								complete and ready to mount over curb.	
Tinted Outer Pane											Heavy polycarbonate in rich, smoke color.  The tinting 	
																								reduces unwanted solar gain and fading.	
Optional Features											Additional panes installed for maximum insulation. 		
																								Non-tinted clear,  Outer pane.	


